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Abstract

We study the typechecking problem for XML (eXtensible Markup Language) transformers: given an
XML transformation program and a DTD for the input XML documents, check whether every result of
the program conforms to a specified output DTD. We model XML transformers using a novel device called
a k-pebble transducer, that can express most queries without data-value joins in XML-QL, XSLT, and
other XML query languages. Types are modeled by regular tree languages, a robust extension of DTDs.
The main result of the paper is that typechecking for k-pebble transducers is decidable. Consequently,
typechecking can be performed for a broad range of XML transformation languages, including XML-QL
and a fragment of XSLT.
r 2003 Published by Elsevier Science (USA).

1. Introduction

Traditionally, database query languages have focused on data retrieval, with complex data
transformations left to applications. The new eXtensible Markup Language (XML) data
exchange standard for the Web, and emerging applications requiring data wrapping and
integration, have shifted the focus towards data transformations. A typical scenario is provided
by a mediator system, where the integrated view is constructed from the data sources [20]. Several
languages have been proposed to express XML transformations [11,12,15,33].
XML data can have complex structure and flexible typing. Elements may be nested to arbitrary

depth and new tags (element names) can be created at will. The structure of an XML document
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may be constrained by a document type definition (DTD). An XML document which specifies a
DTD and which also confirms to that DTD is called valid. The benefits of the information
provided by DTDs are numerous. Some are analogous to those derived from schema information
in relational query processing. Perhaps most importantly to the context of the Web, DTD can be
used to validate data exchange. In a typical scenario, a user community would agree on a common
DTD and on producing only XML documents valid with respect to the specified DTD. This raises
the issue of typechecking, which comes in two flavors: dynamic and static. Dynamic typechecking
validates at runtime each XML document produced, and can be performed by a validating parser
(several are publicly available). Its obvious drawback is that errors are only detected at runtime.
In contrast, this paper studies the static typechecking problem (simply called typechecking from
here on). It consists of verifying at compile time that every XML document which is the result of a
specified transformation satisfies the output DTD. DTDs restricting the input documents may
also be available as input to the typechecker. As we shall see, typechecking of XML
transformations requires novel query analysis techniques.
Studying formally the typechecking problem is complicated by the fact that XML

transformation languages and the notion of DTD are constantly evolving. More specifically:

* There is no generally accepted XML transformation language. Several transformation
languages exist for XML, including XML-QL and XSLT [11,12,15]. Other languages result
from restricting query languages for semistructured data to trees (e.g. Lorel, StruQL, UnQL
[9,18,27]). Yet more languages can be defined using algebras, motivated mainly by systems
considerations (see [5]). These languages define incomparable classes of transformations, and it
is not a priori clear how to define a single query language subsuming them, that could provide a
relevant, broad framework for studying the typechecking problem.

* There is no generally accepted notion of schema for XML. DTDs are the most widely accepted
because they are part of the existing XML standard, but several variations and extensions of
DTDs are being considered by the XML community. A recent effort tries to unify these
extensions into a single framework called XML-Schema [3,7].

We address these difficulties as follows. First we define an abstract and rather general model of
XML transformation languages called a k-pebble tree transducer, expressing transformations on
ordered, labeled trees. Up to k pebbles can be placed on the input tree, moved up and down the
tree, and removed, subject to a stack discipline where only the highest numbered pebble currently
placed on the tree can be moved. Traditional top-down regular tree transducers [34] correspond to
the particular case when k ¼ 1 and the pebble is allowed to move only downwards. All
transformations expressible without joins on data values in XML-QL, LOREL, UnQL, StruQL,
and a fragment of XSLT can also be expressed by k-pebble transducers. Therefore, the results on
typechecking described in this paper also apply to these languages, and are likely to remain
relevant as the languages evolve. In our view, the notion of k-pebble tree transducers is one of the
main contributions of this work. Beyond their role in the study of typechecking, we believe they
are of interest on their own as a simple, robust model for tree transformations. In particular, the
transformations defined by k-pebble transducers have ptime data complexity (in a sense made
precise in the paper). From a practical perspective, k-pebble transducers correspond directly to
simple recursive functions written in C++ or Java, accessing both the input and the output tree
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via a restricted API. The API for the input tree consists of k pointers to nodes in the tree. For each
pointer we can read the tag, test whether the current node is a leaf, or the root, and advance the
pointer to a child (given by the child number) or to the parent of the current node. The stack
discipline requires us to reset (i.e. move to the root) pointers i þ 1; i þ 2;y; k whenever we move
pointer i: The API for the output tree allows us to write one output node at a time, then call
recursive functions in parallel to construct the node’s children. All the functions inherit the
current function’s state, and they know the position of the child of the output node on which they
act.

Second, as type formalism we adopt regular tree languages. A regular tree language is the set of
trees accepted by a regular tree automaton (of which there are many equivalent variations, see [34]
for the ranked case and [8] for the unranked case). It is easy to see that DTDs define a set of valid
XML documents which (when viewed as labeled trees) form a regular tree language. Moreover,
various proposed extensions of DTDs define regular tree languages as well; e.g. several such
proposals decouple element names from tag names [4,14,25,31,32]. It is easily seen that DTDs
with decoupling define precisely the regular tree languages [4,13,32]. Note that regular tree
languages cannot capture semantic constraints, such as keys and foreign keys, or explicitly
describe unordered data, hence our results do not carry over to such schemas.
Formally, the typechecking problem studied in the paper is the following: given two types

(regular tree languages) t1; t2; and a k-pebble transducer T ; verify that TðtÞDt2 for every tAt1:
2

The main result of the paper is that typechecking is decidable. To understand our approach,
consider first a closely related problem: type inference. In our framework, the type inference
problem is the following: given a k-pebble transducer T and an input type t1; construct a type t01
that describes precisely the image of T on inputs satisfying t1: If type inference were possible, it
would solve the typechecking problem: to check conformance of T to t2 on inputs satisfying t1;
first infer t01; then check that t01Dt2 (inclusion of regular tree languages is decidable).

Unfortunately, as discussed in the paper, type inference in the above sense is not possible
because, even for simple XML queries, their image is not a regular tree language (and there is no
smallest regular tree language containing the image). However, the failure of type inference for
transformation languages has an interesting twist, which lies at the core of our approach: the
inverse of any k-pebble transformation admits type inference. That is, given a k-pebble transducer

T and an output type t; the set of trees t such that TðtÞDt is a regular tree language t�1 which can

be inferred3 from T and t: We refer to the problem of finding t�1 given T and t as the inverse type
inference problem. Its solution is the main result in our paper, and it implies immediately a
typechecking algorithm. The technical development leading to the solution of the inverse type
inference problem has three main stages:

(i) define an acceptor variant of the k-pebble transducer, called k-pebble tree automaton;
(ii) show that for each k-pebble transducer T and type t; the set ft j TðtÞDtg is recognized by

some k-pebble automaton; and,
(iii) prove that every k-pebble automaton recognizes a regular tree language.

2The transducer T may be non-deterministic; TðtÞ denotes the set of possible outputs of T on input t:
3For simplicity, we sometimes blur the distinction between a regular tree language and its specification as a regular

tree automaton.
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Limitations. There are two limitations of the typechecking method described here. The first is
that it does not apply to transformations expressed with joins on data values. All XML query
languages mentioned here can express such joins with conditions of the form x ¼ y; where x, y are
variables bound to atomic values in the input XML data (# PCDATA, in XML terminology). The
domain of such values is infinite (e.g. strings), while k-pebble transducers are defined only for
trees with labels from a finite alphabet (corresponding to the tags in XML). To capture data
values one can extend the data model to trees whose internal nodes are labeled from a finite
alphabet (as before), and whose leaves are labeled from an infinite domain of data values. If we
allow the k-pebble transducers to test only unary predicates on the data values (i.e. allow
predicates such as ðx45Þ or (x like ‘‘Smith’’)), then the same typechecking techniques still
work. However, if we extend the transducers to allow them to perform joins between these data
values (i.e. include the predicate x ¼ y), then typechecking becomes undecidable.4 Thus, in the
case of XML-QL, Lorel, StruQL, and UnQL, the type checking technique described here applies
only to queries without joins on data values. We briefly describe in Section 5 a simple idea by
which one can apply these techniques to an important class of queries with data joins, but we leave
a full treatment for future work. We should clarify however that some languages (Lorel, StruQL)
frequently use joins on node oids to search for patterns in the input data: such joins are also of the
form x ¼ y; but with x, y bound now to nodes in the tree: these conditions can be expressed by
k-pebble transducers, and, hence, typechecking works for these queries too. Finally, the case of
XSLT is more interesting. In its early version (called XSL) it could not express data value joins
and its expressive power for tree transformations was strictly less than that of k-pebble
transducers. Recent additions to the language however include data value joins and constructs
made it at least as expressive as k-pebble transducers for tree transformations [6]. An analysis of
the expressive power of the full language has to be postponed until the language settles.
The second limitation is the complexity. Our typechecking algorithm has non-elementary

complexity, and we show that this is also a lower bound. The main source of complexity is the
number of pebbles of the transducer. However, as discussed in the paper, there are many restricted
cases of practical interest for which the complexity of typechecking is reasonable, because only
one or two pebbles are needed in the corresponding transducer.

Related work. Most practical XML languages that perform type checking do this through type
inference: XDuce [23] uses such an approach, and so does XQuery [17]. The idea is to infer the
most general output type of a program, then checking that this type is contained in the specified
output type. Checking containment of regular tree languages is decidable, and a practical
algorithm specifically designed for XML typechecking is described in [24].
As we show in this paper such most general output type may not exists: in these cases the type

inference will return some approximation, and, as a consequence, may fail to typecheck correct
programs. Despite this limitation type inference is appealing in practice because it is relatively
easy to implement and to extend to a variety of languages.
Two kinds of tree transducers are described in [34]: top-down and bottom-up (called there root-

to-frontier and frontier-to-root). Any top-down transducer can be simulated by a 1-pebble
transducer with moves restricted to go downwards only. Interestingly, it is an open problem
whether k-pebble transducers can simulate all bottom-up transducers (more on that below). Both

4This follows from a straightforward reduction from the finite satisfiability problem for first-order logic.
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top-down and bottom-up transducers are known to have the inverse type inference property: k-
pebble transducers however can express transformations which are not expressible by either top-
down or bottom-up transducers.
The k-pebble transducers generalize several formalisms considered in the literature. Aho and

Ullman [2] introduce tree-walk automata. These devices have a single head which can move up
and down the tree, starting from the root. The set of tree languages accepted by a tree-walk
automata is included in the set of regular tree languages, but it is a long-standing open problem
whether the inclusion is strict [16]. The question whether k-pebble transducers can simulate all
bottom-up transducers can be reduced to this open problem (in fact, as we explain in the sequel,
the two problems become equivalent when k ¼ 1). Note that for the case of strings, the analog of
tree-walk automata are precisely the two-way automata, which are known to express all regular
languages.
Engelfriet et al. [16] extend the tree-walk automata with marbles and one pebble, and prove that

the new machines capture precisely the regular tree languages. Unlike pebbles, marbles are in
infinite supply, but the input head is restricted to stay below the last marble placed. Our k-pebble
automata (the acceptor version of the k-pebble transducer) can also capture all regular tree
languages, but use branching, a different extension of the tree-walk automata with a form of and-
alternation.
String automata with or-alternations, and-alternations, and a rather restricted form of

k-pebbles are considered by Goberman and Harel [21]. They prove certain lower bounds in the
gap of succinctness of the expressibility of such automata. We do not address the corresponding
lower bounds for k-pebble transducers or automata, but we note that the emptiness problem for
k-pebble automata has a non-elementary lower bound.

Query automata are described by Neven and Schwentick in [29]. This work was the first to use
Monadic Second Order logic (MSO) to study query languages for XML. Query automata
however differ significantly from k-pebble transducers: they take an XML input tree and return a
set of nodes in the tree. By contrast a k-pebble transducer returns a new output tree. Several
transformation languages which are abstractions of XML are studied in [26], and connections to
extended tree-walking transducers with look-ahead are established. Various static analysis
problems are considered, such as termination, emptiness, and usefulness of rules. It is also shown
that ranges of the transducers are closed under intersection with generalized DTDs (defined by tree
regular grammars).
In previous work [28] we studied type inference for XML-QL selection queries: we are given a

type of the input XML document and an XML pattern with one or several variables, and the
problem is to find all possible types of the variable bindings. This was motivated by declarative
query languages like XML-QL [15], which separate the variable binding step from the XML
construction step: the type inference in [28] studies the binding step in isolation, and, thus, is a
much more restricted problem than typechecking the entire XML transformation, which we
consider here. In other work [32] the type inference for XML is solved for a restricted class of
transformations. In the general case, type inference does not admit a solution (see discussion in
Section 4).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background material, including DTDs,

regular tree languages, and regular tree automata. Section 3 introduces and illustrates the
k-pebble transducer, and shows its ptime data complexity. Our results on typechecking of
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k-pebble transducers are presented in Section 4, and some extensions are discussed in Section 5.
Section 6 provides brief conclusions.

2. Background

2.1. Trees

We begin with some basic definitions.
Unranked trees. Assume a fixed finite alphabet S: Unranked trees over S are trees with node

labels from S; with no predefined bound on the number of children of each node. The trees we
consider are ordered (the children of a given node form a list); a forest, F ; is a list of trees, and a
tree, T ; is a node and a forest, representing the children:

T ::¼ aðFÞ; aAS; F ::¼ T ;F

T ::¼ aðÞ; aAS; F ::¼ T

We denote US the set of unranked trees.
Given a tree t; a subexpression occurrence of type T is called a node. The set of all nodes in t is

denoted nodesðtÞ; the root node is rootðtÞ: Given a node T ¼ aðFÞ; with F a forest or E; its symbol

is symbolðTÞ¼def a; and its children are childrenðTÞ¼def F : We abbreviated a leaf node aðÞ with a

when no confusion arises.

A path expression is a string wASn: The result of evaluating a path expression on a tree T is a
set of nodes in T ; defined as follows:

evalðE;TÞ ¼def |;

evalða;TÞ ¼def if a ¼ symbolðTÞ thenfTg else |;

evalða:w;TÞ ¼def if a ¼ symbolðTÞ

then
[

T 0AchildrenðTÞ
evalðw;T 0Þ else |:

A regular path expression is a regular expression r over S: The result of evaluating a regular

path expression r on a tree T is evalðr;TÞ¼def
S
fevalðw;TÞwAlangðrÞg: Regular path expressions

are used in all XML query languages to query the input tree.
Ranked trees. We only consider ranked trees that are complete binary trees. The alphabet S is

partitioned into S ¼ S0,S2: A ranked tree over S is a tree in which every node labeled with aAS0

is a leaf and every node labeled with aAS2 has two children. TS denotes the set of ranked trees
over S: Similarly, TSðXÞ denotes the set of ranked trees with ‘‘variables in X ’’. Formally,

TSðXÞ¼def TO; where the alphabet O defined by O0¼def S0,X ; and O2 ¼def S2:
We will denote leaf symbols with a0; b0;yAS0; while symbols for internal nodes with

a2; b2;yAS2: We omit the index when it is clear from the context, i.e. by writing a; b; cy:
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We encode unranked trees into complete binary trees over alphabet S0 ¼def S,f�; jg; with �; j
two new symbols. Define S0¼deffjg; and S2¼def S,f�g: The encoding is given by

encode : US-TS0 (defined recursively with encodef ; the encoding of a forest):

encodeðaðFÞÞ ¼def aðencodefðFÞ; jÞ;

encodeðaðÞÞ ¼def aðj; jÞ;

encodefðT ;FÞ ¼def �ðencodeðTÞ; encodefðFÞÞ;

encodefðTÞ ¼def encodeðTÞ:
For example encodeðaðb; b; cðdÞ; eÞÞ ¼ að�ðb;�ðb;�ðcð�ðd; jÞ; jÞ;�ðe; jÞÞÞÞ; jÞ (see Fig. 1)
There is a one-to-one label-preserving mapping between the nodes in T and nodes in encodeðTÞ:

It is easy to translate path expressions, and regular path expressions, while preserving semantics
under this mapping (we have chosen the binary encoding such as to make the translation
possible). A (regular) path expression r over S is translated into a (regular) path expression
translateðrÞ over S,f�g (the symbol j is never used): we omit its (rather obvious) formal
definition, but give two examples.

translateða:c:dÞ ¼ a:ð�Þn:c:ð�Þn:d;

translateða:ðbjðc:dÞÞn:eÞ
¼ a:ð�Þn:ðb:ð�Þnjðc:ð�Þn:d:ð�ÞnÞÞn:e:

When the translated regular expression is evaluated on the encoded binary tree we get an
encoded version of the original result; more precisely:

evalðtranslateðrÞ; encodeðtÞÞ ¼ fencodeðt0Þ j t0A evalðr; tÞg:

(b)(a)

a

b b c

d

e

a

b b c e

- - - -

d

|

| |

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

-

Fig. 1. Encoding of an unranked tree (a) into a binary tree (b).
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2.2. eXtensible Markup Language

In this paper we take the simplifying assumption that XML is a syntax for unranked trees.
Symbols in the alphabet S correspond to XML tags. For example, the unranked tree in Fig. 1 is
written in XML as follows:

oa4 ob4o=b4 ob4o=b4 oc4od4o=d4o=c4 oe4o=e4 o=a4

In XML terminology, a, b, c, y are tags. Each tag has a start- and end-tag (e.g. oc4 and
o/c4): the text between them (tags including) is called an element.
Under this assumption, query languages for XML are formalisms for expressing transforma-

tions on US: Some care is needed here, however, since some of these languages (XML-QL, Lorel,
StruQL) were initially defined on a graph data model (OEM [30]). Restricting these languages to
trees gives us a formalism for transforming unordered trees, while our ranked trees are ordered. It
has been shown both for XML-QL and Lorel how to cope with order, and the same can be done
for UnQL and StruQL. XSLT was designed for an ordered model.
We will not describe these query languages here, but only mention a feature present in all of

them: pattern matching. A pattern is a tree in URegðSÞ; where RegðSÞ is the set of regular

expressions over S: To illustrate, consider a pattern with three nodes, p ¼ ½a:b�ð½c:ða j bÞ�; ½cn:a�Þ;
containing three regular expressions. Given an input tree tAUS; a matching of the pattern in the
tree is given by three nodes x1;x2; x3AnodesðtÞ; satisfying the following three conditions:

x1Aevalða:b; tÞ;

x2Aevalðc:ða j bÞ; x1Þ;

x3Aevalðcn:a;x1Þ:

As for the case of regular expressions, patterns over unranked trees can be translated into
equivalent patterns over ranked trees. This observation is important, and justifies our choice to
consider ranked trees only.
Of course, identifying XML documents with unranked trees is a simplifying assumption that

ignores several aspects of XML, such as data values (# PCDATA), attributes, and references. This
limits the applicability of the results in this paper to the full XML.
We comment on these limitations next.

* Fixed set of tags. In XML new tags can be defined at will, while our unranked trees are over a
fixed, finite alphabet S: This is not a serious limitation. Our focus is on type inference, where
‘‘type’’ is defined as a DTD (see below): in this setting the set of all XML tags is also fixed in
advance, hence fits our framework.

* No data values. XML elements have content, which can be an arbitrary text not restricted to a
fixed, finite alphabet. For example:

oa4 ob4 this is some text o/b4
oc4 od4 some other text o/d4

oe4 yet more text oe/4
o/c4

o/a4
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A more accurate model of XML would allow leaves to be labeled with elements from an infinite
data universe D: In the new model, queries can express joins on data values. However, as we
explained in the introduction, the typechecking technique described in this paper fails for the
extended model, hence this limits its applicability to queries without joins on data values.

* XML attributes. XML has attributes: while these can be represented as special kinds of nodes in
the unranked tree, their interest for typechecking is that DTDs can enforce, to a certain degree,
the datatype of an attribute (for example, can impose that an attribute has a value from a fixed,
finite set): by contrast the datatype of an element is only text (# PCDATA). The typechecking
techniques in this paper can be easily extended to deal with data types using the same technique
as in [4].

* References. XML has a limited form of reference, through attributes of types ID, IDREF, and
IDREFS. We do not deal here with references or attribute constraints.

2.3. Types and DTDs

We next present DTDs and tree automata as type systems for unranked and ranked trees, and
explain how the latter can be used to model the former.

DTDs. In XML one can define a document type definition (DTD) to be used for validation
purposes. Formally, a DTD is an extended context-free grammar5 with non-terminals S: An
XML document (or, the unranked tree representing it) is valid with respect to the DTD if it is a
derivation tree for the grammar. For a DTD D; we denote by instðDÞ the set of unranked trees
representing valid XML instances of D: For example, the XML document represented by the tree
of Fig. 1 is valid w.r.t. to the DTD: a :¼ bn:c:e; b :¼ E; c :¼ dn; d :¼ E; e :¼ E:

Tree automata. A tree automaton is a device that accepts or rejects ranked trees. We only
consider here binary trees, hence the alphabet S is S0,S2: The definition below is adapted
from [37].

Definition 2.1. A non-deterministic top-down tree automaton is

A ¼ ðS;Q; q0;QF ;PÞ;

where Q is a finite set of states, q0AQ is the initial state, QFDS0 � Q are the final symbol-state
pairs, and PDS2 � Q � Q � Q:

We write

ða; qÞ-ðq1; q2Þ ð1Þ

whenever ða; q; q1; q2ÞAP: Informally, the tree automaton starts in state q0; and with a head on the
root node of the input tree, labeled with symbol a: The automaton chooses two states q1; q2 such
that ða; q0Þ-ðq1; q2Þ; then continues the computation both on the left child (starting in state q1)
and on the right child (starting in state q2). This can be thought of as spawning two computation
branches, the first starting at the left child and the second at the right child. More branches are

5In an extended cfg, the right-hand sides of productions are regular expressions over the terminals and non-

terminals.
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spawned for the subtrees and they stop when reaching a leaf. The input tree is accepted if all
branches stop in an accepting state. instðAÞ denotes the set of trees accepted by A: A type, t; is a
set of the form t ¼ instðAÞ; for some A:
Note that the automaton exhibits two kinds of non-determinism:

* Or-nondeterminism: for a given pair ða; qÞ we may have multiple transitions ða; qÞ-ðq1; q2Þ:
* And-nondeterminism: at every node, both the left computation and the right computation must

accept. This leads to a form of alternation [10].

An automaton such as the above is referred to in the literature as a top-down or root-to-frontier
tree automaton. Bottom-up tree automata (deterministic or non-deterministic), that start from the
leaves and work their way up to the root, are known to be equivalent to the non-deterministic top-
down automata. Deterministic top-down automata are strictly weaker. For a comprehensive
discussion see [34].

DTDs and tree automata. What is the relationship between tree automata and DTDs? DTDs
describe sets of valid XML documents, hence unranked trees. Recall however that each such
unranked tree t has a unique representation encodeðtÞ as a ranked binary tree. Given a DTD D; it
is straightforward to construct a tree automaton A such that instðAÞ ¼ fencodeðtÞ j tAinstðDÞg:
The converse is false: tree automata are strictly stronger than DTDs. For a simple example
consider the tree t ¼ aðbðcÞ; bðdÞÞ over the unranked alphabet S ¼ fa; b; c; dg: The set T ¼
ftgCUS cannot be described by a DTD, because the ‘‘type’’ of the first b differs from that of the
second b: However, the set fencodeðtÞgDTS0 is regular, since every singleton set is regular. A very
natural extension of DTDs with decoupled tags (also called specialized DTDs) turn out to be
precisely equivalent to tree automata [8,32]. From now on, whenever we use the term type we
mean regular tree language (or its specification as a tree automaton).

Ranked vs. unranked trees. Since both queries and types on unranked trees can be encoded into
complete, binary trees, we shall consider only the latter in the remainder of the paper. Hence, from
now on, the alphabet S is assumed to be partitioned into S0,S2: All results carry over to
unranked trees via the encoding.

Top-down tree automata with silent transitions. For technical reasons we need to consider later a
certain generalization of top-down automata. A top-down tree automaton with silent transitions
has, in addition to transitions (), transitions of the following form:

ða; qÞ-q0: ð2Þ

Such a move causes a state change from q to q0 while keeping the head on the current node. We
define their semantics formally. Given tree t; a configuration of A on t is d ¼ ½q; x�; where qAQ;

xAnodesðtÞ; let D denote the set of all configurations. The relation - on D� Dn is defined as
follows. Let d ¼ ½q; x�: For every non-silent transition (2.3) applicable to d we define d-d1d2
where d1 ¼ ½q1;x1�; d2 ¼ ½q2; x2�; and x1;x2 are the two children of x: For every silent transition (2)

applicable to d we define d-d0; where d0 ¼ ½q0; x�: Finally, whenever ða; qÞAQF ; where a is x’s

label, then we also define d-E: Next, define ) on Dn � Dn to be the congruential closure of
-: d-w0 implies d ) w0; and w1 ) w2 implies w1w ) w2w and ww1 ) ww2: Let )* be its

transitive and reflexive closure. A tree t is accepted by A if d0 )* E; where d0 ¼ ½q0; rootðtÞ� is the
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initial configuration. For automata without silent transitions, this definition of acceptance
coincides with the informal one above.
For every top-down automaton A ¼ ðS;Q; q0;QF ;PÞ with silent transitions there exists an

equivalent top-down automaton A0 without silent transitions. To see that, denote q-aq0

whenever a transition ða; qÞ-q0 is in P; and let q-*
a q0 be the transitive and reflexive closure.

Define P0 to consists of all transitions of the form ða; qÞ-ðq1; q2Þ whenever q-*
a q0 and

ða; q0Þ-ðq1; q2Þ is in P; and Q0
F ¼ fða; qÞg j q-* a q0; ða; q0ÞAQF : Then A0¼defðS;Q; q0;QF ;P0Þ is

equivalent to A (proof omitted) and has no silent transitions.

3. Tree transformations

We use k-pebble transducers to model tree transformations. They generalize classical top-down
tree transducers, which are in turn extensions of the tree automata described above.

3.1. The k-pebble tree transducer

The k-pebble transducer uses up to k pebbles to mark certain nodes in the tree. Transitions are
determined by the current node symbol, the current state, and by the existence/absence of the
various pebbles on the node. The pebbles are ordered and numbered 1; 2;y; k: The machine can
place pebbles on the root, move them around, and remove them. In order to limit the power of the
transducer (so that typechecking can be performed) the use of pebbles is restricted by a stack
discipline: pebbles are placed on the tree in order and removed in reverse order, and only the
highest-numbered pebble present on the tree can be moved. More precisely, pebble i; (i41) can
only be placed on the tree if pebbles 1;y; i � 1 are present, and pebble i � 1 cannot be moved as
long as pebble i is still on the tree. The stack discipline is essential for the results in the paper.
The transducer works as follows. The computation starts by placing pebble 1 on the root. At

each point, pebbles 1; 2;y; i are on the tree, for some iAf1;y; kg; pebble i is called the current
pebble, and the node on which it sits is the current node. The current pebble serves as the head of
the machine. The machine decides which transition to make, based on the following information:
the symbol under the current pebble, a; the presence/absence of the other i � 1 pebbles on the

current node, denoted by a vector %bAf0; 1gi�1; and the current state, q: There are two kinds of
transitions: move and output transitions. Move transitions are of four kinds:

* down-left, down-right, up-left, up-right: the current pebble is moved from the current node in the
given direction (one edge only). If a move in the specified direction is not possible, the transition
does not apply.

* stay: the current pebble does not move, only the state changes.6

* place-new-pebble: pebble i þ 1 is placed on the root (becoming the current pebble).
* pick-current-pebble: the current pebble i41 is removed from the tree and pebble i � 1 becomes

the current pebble.

6Observe that this can be simulated by moves of the above form, and is used here only for convenience.
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After each move transition the machine enters a new state, as specified by the transition. The
moves up-left and up-right allow us to move up and test whether the current node is the left child
or right child: a pair of two transitions, one that moves up-left and enters state q1 and another one
that moves up-right and enters state q2; have the same effect as moving the pebble to the parent
and checking whether we are coming from the right (in which case we enter state q1) or from the
left (in which case we enter state q2).

An output transition emits some output node with a symbol in a0AS0 and does not move the

input head. There are two kinds of output transitions. In a binary output a0AS0
2 and the machine

spawns two computation branches computing the left and right child, respectively. Both branches
inherit the positions of all pebbles on the input, and do not communicate; each moves the k

pebbles independently of the other. In a nullary output a0AS0
0; the node being output is a leaf and

that branch of computation halts.
Looking at the global picture, the machine starts with a single computation branch and no

output nodes. After a while it has constructed some top fragment of the output tree, and several
computation branches continue to compute the remaining output subtrees. The entire
computation terminates when all computation branches terminate.
We now define k-pebble transducers formally:

Definition 3.1. A k-pebble tree transducer is T ¼ ðS;S0;Q; q0;PÞ; where:

* S;S0 are the ranked input and output alphabets.
* Q is a finite set of states and is partitioned into:

Q ¼ Q1,y,Qk

Each state in Qi ‘‘controls’’ pebble i: we denote elements in Qi with a superscript, as in qðiÞ:
* q0AQ1 is the initial state.
* P is a finite set of transitions of the forms:

ða; %b; q
ðiÞ
1 Þ-ðqðiÞ

2 ; stayÞ;

ða; %b; q
ðiÞ
1 Þ-ðqðiÞ

2 ; down-leftÞ;

ða; %b; q
ðiÞ
1 Þ-ðqðiÞ

2 ; down-rightÞ;

ða; %b; q
ðiÞ
1 Þ-ðqðiÞ

2 ; up-leftÞ;
ða; %b; q

ðiÞ
1 Þ-ðqðiÞ

2 ; up-rightÞ;

ða; %b; q
ðiÞ
1 Þ-ðqðiþ1Þ

2 ; place-new-pebbleÞ;

ða; %b; q
ðiÞ
1 Þ-ðqði�1Þ

2 ; pick-current-pebbleÞ;
ða; %b; qðiÞÞ-ða0

0; output0Þ;

ða; %b; qðiÞÞ-ða0
2ðq

ðiÞ
1 ; q

ðiÞ
2 Þ; output2Þ;

where aAS; a0
0; a02AS0; bAf0; 1gi; qðiÞ; q

ðiÞ
1 ; q

ðiÞ
2 AQi; i ¼ 1;y; k:
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In general, T can be non-deterministic and the transformation it defines is a binary relation in
TS � TS0 : We give the formal definition of the transformation next. For a tree tATS; a

configuration of T on t is a triple g ¼ ði; qðiÞ; %xÞ; where 1pipk; qðiÞAQi; and %xAðnodesðtÞÞi: Let G
be the set of all configurations for transducer T and input tree t: The initial configuration is:

g0 ¼defð1; q0; rootðtÞÞ; where q0 is the initial state in T :
A partial computation of the transducer T on input t is captured by a tree in TS0 ðGÞ: Nodes

labeled with aAS0 represent the output generated so far, while leaves labeled with gAG represent
the on-going branches of the computation. The transducer T defines a rewriting ) on TS0 ðGÞ;
called the T-rewriting, describing one step of the computation: intuitively t01 ) t02 if t02 can be
obtained from t01 by applying one transition step to one of the on-going branches of computations

in t01: The T-rewriting is defined in terms of a simpler rewriting -; from G to TS0 ðGÞ; with the

meaning that g-t0 if t0 can be obtained from g in one transition step, and we define- first. Recall

that P is the set of transitions in the transducer T : Given g ¼ ði; qðiÞ; %xÞ and a transition

ða; %b; qði0Þ
1 Þ-y in P; we say that the transition applies to g if the following four conditions hold:

(1) i ¼ i0; (2) symbolðxiÞ ¼ a; (3) b1b2ybi�1 ¼ %b where bj ¼ 1 if xj ¼ xi; and bj ¼ 0 if xjaxi; for

j ¼ 1;y; i � 1; and (4) qðiÞ ¼ q
ðiÞ
1 : Now we can finally define -: This is done separately for move

transitions and for output transitions. For each move transition ða; %b; q
ðiÞ
1 Þ-ðqðjÞ2 ; dÞ in P that

applies to g; we define g-g0; where g0 ¼ ðj; qðjÞ
2 ; %yÞ; such that the following conditions hold: if

d ¼ stay; then i ¼ j and %x ¼ %y; if d ¼ down-left; then i ¼ j and %x ¼ %zxi; %y ¼ %zx0
i; and x0

i is the left

child of xi; if d ¼ up-left; then i ¼ j; %x ¼ %zxi; %y ¼ %zx0
i; and xi is the left child of x0

i; similarly for

d ¼ down-right and d ¼ up-right; if d ¼ place-new-pebble then j ¼ i þ 1 and %y ¼ %xrootðtÞ; if d ¼
pick-current-pebble then j ¼ i � 1 and %x ¼ %yxi; for some node xi: For each output transition

ða; %b; qðiÞÞ-ða0
0; output0Þ in P; that applies to g; we define g-a00: For each output transition

ða; %b; qðiÞÞ-ða0
2ðq

ðiÞ
1 ; q

ðiÞ
2 Þ; output2Þ that applies to g; we define g-a0

2ðg1; g2Þ; where g1 ¼ ði; qðiÞ
1 ; %xÞ;

g2 ¼ ði; q
ðiÞ
2 ; %xÞ:

Now we define ) to be the congruence closure of -: (1) if g-t0 then g ) t0; and (2) if t01 ) t02;
then:

a0
2ðt01; t0Þ ) a02ðt02; t0Þ;

a0
2ðt0; t01Þ ) a02ðt0; t02Þ

for all a0
2AS0

2 and t0ATS0 ðGÞ: Let )* be the transitive closure of ) :
Finally, the transformation defined by the k-pebble tree transducer T is defined as follows. For

every tATS; TðtÞ¼defft0 j t0ATS0 ; g0)* t0g; where g0 is the initial configuration of T on t: Thus,
the transducer defines the binary relation fðt; t0Þ j t0ATðtÞg on TS � TS0 :

Relationship to top-down and bottom-up transducers. Top-down and bottom-up tree transducers
have been considered previously [34] (the terms frontier-to-root and root-to-frontier are used
there). We recall here the definition of a top-down transducer.

Definition 3.2. A top-down tree transducer is T ¼ ðS;S0;Q; q0;PÞ where Q is the set of states,
q0AQ is the initial state, and P are the transitions of the following form:
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* ða; qÞ-t0; where aAS2; qAQ; t0ATS0 ðfx1; x2g � QÞ:
* ða; qÞ-t0; where aAS0; qAQ; t0ATS0 :

Here x1; x2 are two new symbols.

Transitions are as in tree automata, except that now the machine also constructs at each
transition part of the output tree. We describe T ’s computation informally next. Given an input
tree the transducer starts at the root in state q0: In general, it is on some node x labeled a; and in
some state q: T chooses some transition of the form ða; qÞ-t0: If aAS2 (i.e. T is at an internal
node), then it outputs the tree t0ATS0 ðfx1; x2g � QÞ: This tree represents a fragment of the
transducer’s output. The fragment t0 may have leaves labeled with elements of the form ðxi; q

0Þ;
i ¼ 1; 2; q0AQ: The leaves will be replaced by other output trees. For that, the transducer spawns a
new computation branch for each leaf, which will compute the tree to replace that leaf. If the leaf
was labeled ðx1; q0Þ; then the corresponding branch starts on the left child of x and in state q0; if the
leaf was labeled ðx2; q0Þ; then the branch starts on the right child of x and in state q0:When a leaf is
reached in the input tree, then a transition of the form ða; qÞ-t0 with t0ATS0 is selected: the
transducer outputs t0 and halts that computation branch. The computation halts when all
branches halt, and the current output tree is defined to be T ’s output. Since T is nondeterministic,
it may have several (but finitely many) outputs, for a given input tree.
It is easy to see that every top-down transducer can be expressed as a 1-pebble transducer. The

relationship to bottom-up transducers (which work in reverse to top-down ones, see [34] for a
definition) is open and related to an open problem on tree-walk automata. A tree-walk automaton
[16] is a 1-pebble transducer without output transitions and with an accepting state. A tree-walk
automaton starts with the pebble on the root, and walks up and down the tree. If it ever enters the
accepting state, then it accepts the tree. (Tree-walk automata are equivalent to 1-pebble automata,
Section 4, without branching instructions.) The tree language accepted by a tree-walk automaton
is regular (this also follows from Theorem 4.7 below), but it is an open problem whether tree-walk
automata can express all regular tree languages.
Given a bottom-up transducer T ; we may attempt to simulate it with a 1-pebble transducer, by

running T in reverse. Starting from the root, at each node x we guess in which state T would end
up at x; output the corresponding symbol a0; then branch to compute the two children of a0: The
problem is that, during its bottom-up computation, T may choose to ignore the entire output it
produced for a subtree of x: however, it still uses the terminating state of the computation on that
subtree. In the top-down simulation, we need to guess that state, then check on the subtree that
the guess was correct. This test is like checking that the subtree is in a certain regular language:
when doing so, we cannot branch (because whenever we branch, we must output something), i.e.
we are restricted to the behavior of a tree-walk automaton. Thus, 1-pebble transducers can
simulate all bottom-up transducers iff tree-walk automata can express all regular tree languages.
Similarly, k-pebble transducers can simulate all bottom-up transducers iff k-pebble automata
without branching (Section 4) can express all regular languages: this is open too.

3.2. XML transformation languages and k-pebble transducers

We state, without proof, that all transformations over unranked trees over a given finite
alphabet expressed in existing XML query languages (XML-QL, Lorel, StruQL, UnQL, and a
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fragment of XSLT) can be expressed as k-pebble transducers. Note that, in particular, this does
not extend to queries with joins on data values, since these require an infinite alphabet. In lieu of a
proof, we illustrate the power of k-pebble transducers by means of several examples.

Example 3.3. A 1-pebble transducer that simply copies the input tree to the output is T ¼
ðS;S; fq; q1; q2g; q;PÞ; where P is:

ða2; qÞ - ða2ðq1; q2Þ; output2Þ for all a2AS2;

ða2; q1Þ - ðq; down-leftÞ;
ða2; q2Þ - ðq; down-rightÞ;
ða0; qÞ - ða0; output0Þ for all a0AS0:

Example 3.4. We show here a useful ‘‘subroutine’’ that moves pebble 1 from a given node to the
next node in pre-order. Start in state q1; stop in state q2; if the tree is exhausted, then enter state qf :
Assume that rAS2 is the root symbol:

ða2; q1Þ - ðq2; down-leftÞ ==done

ða0; q1Þ - ðq3; stayÞ ==we are on a leaf :

prepare to move up

ða; q3Þ - ðq3; up-rightÞ ==move up as long as

coming from the right

ða; q3Þ - ðq4; up-leftÞ ==one move up left

ða; q4Þ - ðq2; down-rightÞ ==one move down right

and done

ðr; q3Þ - ðqf ; stayÞ ==tree exhausted

Here a0AS0; a2AS2 and aAS0,S2 � frg:

Example 3.5. This example illustrates why k-pebble transducers can express pattern matching. As
argued in Section 2.2, patterns are the most essential common denominator of existing XML
query languages. Recall that a pattern is a tree labeled with regular expressions. We illustrate with
p ¼ r1ðr2; r3ðr4; r5ÞÞ; where r1;y; r5 are five regular expressions. We can find all matches of this
pattern in a input tree, using k ¼ 6 pebbles (in general, k is the number of nodes in the pattern,
plus one). The transducer enumerates, in lexicographic order, all five-tuples of nodes
ðx1; x2;x3;x4; x5Þ in the input tree, using five pebbles advanced with the pre-order traversal
‘‘subroutine’’ from the previous example. Then, for each 5-tuple, it uses the sixth pebble to check
the following five conditions: x1Aevalðr1; tÞ; x2Aevalðr2;x1Þ; x3Aevalðr3; x1Þ; x4Aevalðr4;x3Þ;
x5Aevalðr5; x3Þ: Each condition has the form xiAevalðrj; xkÞ (the first condition involves the root

node t; which we denote with x0), and we can check it by locating first the node xi with the sixth
pebble (using a pre-order tree traversal), then moving up the tree until we reach xk; and checking
the regular expression rj; in reverse, along the way.
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We illustrate with p ¼ ½a:bn:c�ð½ða j f Þ:g�; ½b�ð½cn:d�; ½dn:c�ÞÞ; a pattern with five regular
expressions. We can find all matches of this pattern in a input tree, using k ¼ 6 pebbles (in
general, k is the number of nodes in the pattern, plus one). The transducer enumerates,
in lexicographic order, all five tuples of nodes ðx1;x2; x3;x4; x5Þ in the input tree, using five
pebbles which are advanced using the pre-order traversal ‘‘subroutine’’ in the previous example.
Then, for each 5-tuple, it uses the sixth pebble to check the following five conditions: (1)
the path from the root to x1 matches a:bn:c (the first regular expression), (2) x1 is an ancestor
of x2 and the path from x1 to x2 matches ða j f Þ:g;y; (5) x3 is an ancestor of x5 and the
path between them matches dn:c: Each condition involves two nodes xi;xj: To check that xi

is an ancestor of xj and the path between them matches a given regular expression, the trans-

ducer uses the sixth pebble to search for xj (using a pre-order tree traversal), from there

it moves the sixth pebble up the tree until it reaches xi; checking the regular expression
in reverse.

Example 3.6. This example illustrates that the size of the output tree may be exponentially
larger than that of the input tree. The transducer maps a tree t into f ðtÞ; where f is defined
recursively:

f ðaðt1; t2ÞÞ ¼ xðaðf ðt1Þ; f ðt2ÞÞ; aðf ðt1Þ; f ðt2ÞÞÞ; aAS2;

f ðaðÞÞ ¼ xðaðÞ; aðÞÞ; aAS0:

Here T ¼ ðS;S,fxg; fq1; q2; q3g; q1;PÞ; where P consists of the following:

ða; q1Þ - ðxðq2; q2Þ; output2Þ; aAS;

ða; q2Þ - ða; output0Þ; aAS0;

ða; q2Þ - ðaðq3; q4Þ; output2Þ; aAS2;

ða; q3Þ - ðq1; down-leftÞ; aAS2;

ða; q4Þ - ðq1; down-rightÞ; aAS2:

Example 3.7. This 1-pebble transducer performs a complex rotation of the input tree. Assume
that each symbol a0AS0 has a corresponding symbol a2AS2; and let s be some symbol (i.e.
s0AS0; s2AS2). The following transducer finds the first node labeled s0; and declares it to be the
new root. See Fig. 2 for an illustration. The transducer proceeds as follows. First it uses a depth-
first traversal to place pebble 1 on the leaf labeled s; and enters state q: these transitions are
omitted. We show here the other transitions. We may assume to start in state q; on the leaf labeled
s0: The subscripts in the states qup; qleft; qright indicate which way we reached the current node,

while the subscripts in q0up; q0left; q0right indicate which way we should go next. Here r is the symbol of
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the root.

ðs0; qÞ - ðr2ðq0; q0
upÞ; output2Þ new root;

ðs0; q0Þ - ðm0; output0Þ produces additional node m;

ða; q0upÞ - ðqleft; up-leftÞ aar;

ða; q0upÞ - ðqright; up-rightÞ; aar;

ðr; q0upÞ - ðn; output0Þ; produces additional node n;

ða2; qleftÞ - ða2ðq0
right; q0upÞ; output2Þ;

ða2; qrightÞ - ða2ðq0
up; q0

leftÞ; output2Þ;
ða2; qupÞ - ða2ðq0

left; q0rightÞ; output2Þ;
ða0; qupÞ - ða0; output0Þ;
ða2; q0

leftÞ - ðqup; down-leftÞ;
ða2; q0

rightÞ - ðqup; down-rightÞ:

In particular, this example illustrates that a 1-pebble transducer can reverse a string (assuming
the string is encoded as a right-linear binary tree).

3.3. Complexity and expressiveness

Besides their role in typechecking (Section 4), k-pebbles transducers are of independent interest
for expressing tree transformations. We show here that their data complexity is in ptime. In the
case of a deterministic transducer T this means that there exists a ptime algorithm that
‘‘computes’’ TðtÞ for an input tree t: Note that the generated output TðtÞ can have size
exponential in t (Example 3.6). Still, the algorithm will produce a polynomial-size encoding of
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Fig. 2. A complex tree transformation: rotating around leaf s: Two new nodes need to be added, labeled m and n

respectively. The order of the children in the output tree is read counterclockwise.
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TðtÞ; as a DAG. In the case of non-deterministic k-pebbles transducers we need to be more careful
what the ptime data complexity means. In particular, T can produce an infinite set of outputs for
a given t: TðtÞ ¼ ft1; t2;yg: We show:

Proposition 3.8. Let T be a fixed k-pebble transducer. Then for each input tree t; (1) the set TðtÞ is a
regular tree language, and (2) one can construct in ptime (in the size of t) a tree automaton At that

accepts the language TðtÞ:

Proof (Sketch). For the sequel we fix some k-pebble tree transducer T ¼ ðS;S0;Q; q0;PÞ and
some input tree t: Recall that TðtÞ is the set of output trees. We will construct a top-down tree
automaton At; with silent transitions, which accepts precisely the language TðtÞ: A silent transition
has the form ða; qÞ-q0; with the meaning that the automaton may change its state from q to q0

without advancing the head if the underlying symbol is a: Obviously, such transitions do not

increase the automaton’s expressive power. At ¼defðS0;G,fqfg; g0;S0 � fqfg;P0Þ; where G is the

set of configurations of T on t; qf is a new symbol denoting the unique final state, and g0 is the
initial T-configuration. We define the productions P0 next. Recall the rewriting g-t0; where gAG
and where t0ATS0 ðGÞ had one of the following three forms: (1) t0 is a T-configuration g0; (2) t0 is an
output symbol aAS0; (3) t0 is a tree with three nodes a0ðg1; g2Þ; a0AS0; g1; g2AG: Define P0 to consist
of the following:

ða0; gÞ - g0 ðfor every rewriting g-g0Þ;
ða0; gÞ - qf ðfor every rewriting g-a0Þ;
ða0; gÞ - ðg1; g2Þ ðfor every rewriting g-a0ðg1; g2ÞÞ

The first two are silent transitions, the last is a regular transition in the top-down automaton At:

If t has n nodes, then there are OðnkÞ configurations, hence At can be computed in ptime in the
size of t:
It is easy to check that At accepts some tree t0 iff t0ATðtÞ:We have to prove that At accepts some

tree t0 iff t0ATðtÞ: We start with ‘‘if’’. Given t0ATðtÞ we have:

t00 ¼ g0;T ;t ) t01 ) ? ) t0n ¼ t0;

where t0iATS0 ðGÞ; for i ¼ 0;y; n: Let D be the set of At-configurations on t0: For each t0i; i ¼
1;y; n; define wiADn to be the following sequence wi of At-configurations. Let x1;y;xp be all the

leaf nodes in t0iATS0 ðGÞ which are labeled with elements from G; and let g1;y; gp be their labels.

Notice that x1;x2;y are also nodes in t0; since the sequence t01; t
0
2;y; t0n is an increasing sequence

of trees. Then define wi ¼defðg1; x1Þyðgp; xpÞ: Notice that w0 ¼ d0 (the initial At-configuration)

and wn ¼ E: The following holds:

w0 ) w1 ) ? ) wn:

Indeed, each rewriting t0i�1 ) t0i determines a rewriting wi�1 ) wi (this can be proven by analyzing

the three cases which determined the rewriting t0i�1 ) t0i; details omitted). This proves that At

accepts t0:
Conversely, let t0 be accepted by At: By definition, there exists a rewriting:

d0;A;t ¼ w0 ) w1 ) ? ) wn ¼ E:
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Consider some wi ¼ ðg1;x1Þyðgp;xpÞ; for i ¼ 0; n: Define t0iATS0 ðGÞ to be obtained as follows.

For each j ¼ 1; p; remove from t0 the subtree rooted at node xj; the node xj becomes a leaf, which

we label with gj: Obviously, w0 ¼ g0;T ;t (the initial T-configuration) and wn ¼ t0 (since nothing is

removed from t0). It is easy to check the following T-rewritings:

t00 ) t01 ) ? ) t0n: &

Proposition 3.8 can be used to effectively answer several questions about TðtÞ: First,
consider the problem of constructing TðtÞ given a deterministic transducer T and a tree t: This
can be answered in ptime in the size of t: indeed, At serves as a DAG encoding of the result TðtÞ:
If required, TðtÞ can be actually computed from At in time polynomial in the size of both
t and TðtÞ:
Next, consider the decision problem: given t; t0; is t0ATðtÞ ? This obviously can be answered in

ptime in the size of t and t0; by ‘‘running’’ the automaton At on t0: Finally, we can enumerate
TðtÞ ¼ ft1; t2;yg: this corresponds to enumerating all trees generated by a regular tree grammar,
and can be done in amortized ptime cost in the size of the input and the output.
It easily follows from Proposition 4.6 and Theorem 4.7 below that k-pebble transducers cannot

express all ptime transformations. For example, transformations that involve cardinality checking
(e.g. ‘‘output a’’ if the input tree is a right linear tree labeled with bn:cn) are not expressible by
k-pebble transducers. The exact characterization of their expressive power remains open.

4. Typechecking k-pebble transducers

Now that we have presented our types and transformation language, we are ready to present
the solution for the typechecking problem. We first recall the typechecking and type inference
problems, and the connection between them.

4.1. Typechecking and type inference

Recall that a type is t ¼ instðAÞ for some tree automaton A: We denote TðtÞ¼def
S

tAt TðtÞ:

Definition 4.1 (Typechecking). A k-pebble tree transducer T typechecks with respect to an input
type t1 and an output type t2; if Tðt1ÞDt2:

The problem of verifying if T typechecks with respect to types t1; t2 is called the typechecking
problem.
The type inference problem is closely related to typechecking. Given a k-pebble transducer T

and an input type t1; the type inference problem is to construct, if possible, a type t02 such that

Tðt1Þ ¼ t02:Note that a solution to the type inference problem immediately yields a solution to the

typechecking problem. To verify that T typechecks with respect to input t1 and output t2; first
infer t02 ¼ Tðt1Þ; then check that t02Dt2; using the fact that inclusion of regular tree languages is

decidable. Unfortunately, as illustrated by Example 4.2, type inference is not possible even for
very simple types and transformations.
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Example 4.2. Let Q1 be the following XML-QL query:

oresult4 WHERE oroot4 oa4 $X o/a4 oa4 $Y o/a4
o/root4

CONSTRUCT ob/4
o/result4

Consider the input DTD t1 given by root :¼ an: Thus, the input XML documents are of the form:

oroot4oa/4 . . . oa/4 o/root4

with n occurrences of oa=4; for some nX0 (in XML oa/4 is an abbreviation for oa4
o/a4). On such a document, query Q1 binds each of the two variables $X and $Y to some
oa/4 element, and for each binding emits a ob/4 output element. Hence, the query’s outputs
have the form:

oresult4 ob/4 ob/4 . . . ob/4 o/result4

with n2 occurrences of ob4. In short, the query maps an input an to the output bn2 : Clearly, the
set t of all results is not described by a DTD, since DTDs can describe only regular languages. In
practice one often settles for a DTD approximating t; like result :¼ bn: This is definitely not the
best approximation: in fact no best approximation for non-regular tree languages t exists, because
for any regular set t0*t and for any tree tAt0 � t; the set t0 � ftg is still regular and a better
approximation than t0:

Example 4.3. Let Q2 be the following XSLT query:

oxsl:template match=‘‘root’’4
oresult4

ob/4
oxsl:apply-patterns/4
ob/4
oxsl:apply-patterns/4
ob/4
oxsl:apply-patterns/4

o/result4
o/xsl:template4
oxsl:template match=‘‘a’’4

oa/4
o/xsl:template4

Assuming the same DTD for the input XML documents as in the previous example, this query
writes a b element, then copies the entire input, and repeats this three times. Hence, it maps an
input an to the output banbanban: Again, this set cannot be described by a DTD.
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Given the failure of type inference, one might consider several alternatives, such as

* Use an upper approximation of the output Tðt1Þ; like bn above. This results in some correct
transformations being rejected by the typechecker.

* Use a stronger type system to express more sets of the form Tðt1Þ: we need to exercise care,
because for too powerful type systems the test Tðt1ÞDt2 may become undecidable. This
approach is pursued in [32], using target types called specialized context-free DTDs, consisting
of extended DTDs that specify the allowed children of a node as a context-free language. It is
shown in [32] that type inference can be performed for simple XML-QL selection queries. As a
side effect, this provides a typechecking test for this limited class of queries, since inclusion of
context-free languages into regular languages is decidable. It fails, however, for XML-QL
queries with more complex CONSTRUCT clauses. It remains open whether it can be extended
using even stronger types.

The failure of type inference has a surprising twist: inverse type inference turns out
to be possible. Returning to Example 4.2, consider query Q1 and assume the output DTD to

be ðb:bÞn: i.e. we require to have an even number of b’s. It is easy to see that ða:aÞn is the DTD
describing precisely the input documents mapped by Q1 into output documents with an even
number of b’s.
More precisely, the inverse type inference problem is the following: given a k-pebble transducer

T and an output type t; construct a type t�1 such that t�1 ¼ ft j TðtÞDtg: the type t�1 is called
the inverse type for T and t: The solution to the inverse type inference problem immediately yields
a solution to the typechecking problem: to typecheck T with respect to input t1 and output t2; first
compute the inverse type t�1

2 for T and t2; then check that t1Dt�1
2 : This establishes the main

result of the paper:

Theorem 4.4. It is decidable, given a k-pebble transducer T ; an input type t1; and an output type t2;
whether T typechecks with respect to t1 and t2:

The remainder of the section is dedicated to solving the inverse type inference problem, thus
establishing Theorem 4.4. We do this in three stages:

Step 1: define an acceptor variant of the transducer, called k-pebble automaton;
Step 2: show that for each k-pebble transducer T and type t; the complement of ft j TðtÞDtg is

recognized by some k-pebble automaton; and,
Step 3: prove that every k-pebble automaton recognizes a regular tree language.

We develop the three steps next.
Step 1. The k-pebble automaton works similarly to the k-pebble transducer, but produces no

output: its function is simply to accept or reject its input. Formally:

Definition 4.5. A k-pebble tree automaton is a 4-tuple ðS;Q; q0;PÞ; where:

* S;Q; q0 are as in a k-pebble transducer.
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* P is a set of transitions. Move transitions are as in a k-pebble transducer. Output transitions are
replaced by the following:

ða0; %b; qðiÞÞ - ðbranch0Þ;

ða2; %b; qðiÞÞ - ððqðiÞ1 ; q
ðiÞ
2 Þ; branch2Þ:

The branch0 and branch2 transitions are analogous to the transitions of tree automata. The
branch0 transition stops the current computation branch and accepts. The branch2 transition

spawns two independent computations, in states q
ðiÞ
1 and q

ðiÞ
2 ; respectively; the input head is not

moved. We define now formally the set of trees instðAÞ accepted by A: We consider configurations
g of A on t as for k-pebble transducers, and denote G and g0 the set of all configurations, and the
initial configuration, respectively. The partial computation of an automaton A on a tree t is

described by a word in Gn; denoting the configurations reached so far by the different branches.

We define now the A-rewriting - from G to Gn; similar to the T-rewriting for transducers. Each
transition in P contributes to -: For every move transitions we define g-g0 as for transducers.
For every transition ða; %b; qðiÞÞ-ðbranch0Þ that applies to g; we define g-E: For every transition

ða; %b; qðiÞÞ-ððqðiÞ
1 ; q

ðiÞ
2 Þ; branch2Þ that applies to g ¼ ði; qðiÞ; %xÞ we define g-g1g2; where g1 ¼

ði; q
ðiÞ
1 ; %xÞ; g2 ¼ ði; qðiÞ

2 ; %xÞ: We next define the A-rewriting ) from Gn to Gn to be the congruential

closure of -: (1) if g-w; then g ) w; and (2) if w1 ) w2 then w:w1 ) w:w2 and w2:w ) w2:w: A
tree t is accepted by A; iff g0 )* E: The tree language instðAÞ accepted (or recognized) by A consists

of all trees accepted by A:
Step 2. Inverse type inference can be achieved using k-pebble automata.

Proposition 4.6. For each k-pebble transducer T and type t there exists a k-pebble automaton A

such that instðAÞ ¼ ft j TðtÞDtg: Here the bar denotes the complement of the set.

Proof. Notice that ft j TðtÞDtg ¼ T�1ð%tÞ ¼ ft j TðtÞ-%ta|g; hence A can be obtained by
composing T with the top-down automaton B describing the type %t: This is possible
since B consumes the tree top-down, exactly in the order in which T produces it.

Formally, let T ¼ ðS;S0;QT ; qT
0 ;P

TÞ and let B ¼ ðS;QB; qB
0 ;QB

F ;PBÞ be some top-down

automaton accepting %t (the complement of a regular set is also regular). A will be the ‘‘product

automaton’’ of T and B; more precisely A ¼ ðS;QT � QB; ðqT
0 ; q

B
0 Þ;PÞ: We define next the

transitions P: Recall that T has move and output transitions, while A will have move and branch

transitions.

* For every move transition in PT :

ða; %b; qT
1 Þ-ðqT

2 ; dÞ

and for every state qBAQB; A has a move transition

ða; %b; ðqT
1 ; q

BÞÞ-ððqT
2 ; qBÞ; dÞ: ð3Þ
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* For every output transition in PT :

ða; %b; qTÞ-ða0
0; output0Þ

and for every state qBAQB for which ða0
0; qBÞAQB

F we have in A a branch0 transition:

ða0; %b; ðqT ; qBÞÞ-ðbranch0Þ: ð4Þ

* For every output transition in PT :

ða; %b; qTÞ-ða0ðqT
1 ; q

T
2 Þ; output2Þ

and for every branch transition in PB:

ða0; qBÞ-ðqB
1 ; qB

2 Þ;

we have in A a branch2 transition:

ða; %b; ðqT ; qBÞÞ-ððqT
1 ; qB

1 Þ; ðqT
2 ; q

B
2 Þ; branch2Þ: ð5Þ

To conclude the proof we need to show that for every tree t; TðtÞ-instðBÞa| iff tAinstðAÞ:
This is intuitively obvious, since A simulates T in parallel with the computation of B on T ’s
output. A formal proof requires us to resort to the definitions of TðtÞ; instðBÞ; and instðAÞ; and the
details are more intricate.
We start with the ‘‘if’’ part, i.e. we are given tAinstðAÞ: Then there exists an A-rewriting:

g0;A;t ¼ w0 ) w1 ) ? ) wn ¼ E;

where, for each i ¼ 0; n; wiADn

A;t; i.e. wi is a sequence of A-configurations on t; here g0;A;t is the

initial A-configuration. For every i ¼ 0; n we will construct a tree t0iATS0 ðGT ;tÞ such that the

following rewritings hold in T :

g0;T ;t ¼ t00 ) t01 ) ? ) t0n ¼ t0

and t0ATS0 : Furthermore, we also construct for each i ¼ 0; n a sequence of B-configurations

viADn

B;t0 such that the following rewriting holds in B:

d0;B;t0 ¼ v0)
*

v1 )
*
?)* vn ¼ E:

This proves the claim that there exists t0 such that t0ATðtÞ and t0AinstðBÞ:
We show how to construct t0i and vi; inductively on i ¼ 0; n: Each B-configuration in vi refers to

a node in t0; so apparently we cannot construct vi before having t0 ¼ t0n: We could either construct

t00; t01;y; t0n first, before v0; v1;y; vn; or notice that vi only needs the nodes in t0 which are already

present in t0i: Also, we rely on a tight connection between wi; t
0
i; and vi: namely if we replace each

A-configuration g ¼ ðj; ðqT ; qBÞ; %xÞ in wi with %g ¼ ðj; qT ; %xÞ; then we obtain precisely the sequence
of T-configurations on the leaves of t0i: Moreover, if we replace each A-configuration

ðj; ðqT ; qBÞ; %xÞ in wi with ðj; qB;xÞ where x is the corresponding leaf node in t0i; then we obtain

precisely the sequence of B-configurations vi:
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For i ¼ 0 define t00¼def g0;T ;t (the initial T-configuration) and v0 ¼def d0;B;t0 (the initial B-

configuration). For i40 consider the A-rewriting wi�1 ) wi: By definition wi�1 ¼ w0:g:w00; wi ¼
w0:u:w00; and g-u: We construct t0i; vi from t0i�1; vi�1 by cases on the type of the rewriting g-u:
Case 1: the rewriting was generated by a move transition (Eq. (3)), hence u ¼ g0ADA;t: Define

vi ¼def vi�1; and t0i is obtained from t0i�1 by replacing the label %g with %g0: Case 2: the rewriting was

generated by a branch0 transition (Eq. (4)), hence u ¼ E: Then vi is obtained from vi�1 by erasing
the configuration corresponding to g; and t0i is obtained from t0i�1 by replacing the leaf label g with
a00AS0

0 (where a0 is the output symbol of the transition in T ; see notations in the definition of A’s

transitions, P). Case 3: the rewriting was generated by a branch2 transition (Eq. (5)), hence

u ¼ g1g2: Recall that g ¼ ðj; ðqT ; qBÞ; %xÞ: Then, using the notations in the definition of A’s
transitions, t0i is obtained from t0i�1 by replacing the leaf node x labeled %g with a0ð%g1; %g2Þ: i.e. we
labeled x with a0; and introduced two new leaf nodes x1;x2; labeled %g1 ¼ ðj; qT

1 ; %xÞ and %g2 ¼
ðj; qT

2 ; %xÞ; respectively. Similarly, vi is obtained from vi�1 by replacing the configuration d ¼
ðj; qB; xÞ corresponding to g with d1d2; where d1 ¼ ðj; qB

1 ;x1Þ; d2 ¼ ðj; qB
2 ; x2Þ: On can check in each

of these cases that t0i�1 ) t0i; and that either vi�1 ¼ vi or vi�1 ) vi; hence vi�1 )* vi:
We now sketch the ‘‘only if’’ direction. Let t0ATðtÞ such that t0AinstðBÞ:We have a T rewriting:

g0;T ;t ¼ t00 ) t01 ) ? ) t0n ¼ t0

with t00;y; t0nATS0 ðGT ;tÞ: We also have a B rewriting:

d0;B;t0 ¼ v0 ) v1 ) ? ) vm ¼ E:

Out of these two construct a A-rewriting:

g0;A;t ¼ w0 ) w1 ) ? ) wn ¼ E

proving that tAinstðAÞ: For that we first need to ‘‘align’’ the second derivation to the first
derivation, then we apply the construction from the ‘‘if’’ case, reversed.

For each viADn

B;t0 denote nðviÞ the set of nodes in t0 occurring in the configurations of vi: The sets

nðviÞ � nðvi�1Þ; i ¼ 1;m are a disjoint cover of the set nodesðt0Þ; and each has exactly one element,
which implies that t0 has m nodes. This defines a certain order in which the nodes in t0 are visited
by the B-rewriting: x1;x2;y;xm; with fxig ¼ nðviÞ � nðvi�1Þ; i ¼ 1;m:
Considering the T-rewriting, let mðt0iÞ be the set of nodes in t0i labeled with elements in GT ;t: The

sets mðt0iÞ � mðt0i�1Þ; i ¼ 1; n form a disjoint cover of nodesðt0Þ and each has 0 or 1 elements. It

follows that the T-rewriting also defines an order on the nodes in t0; corresponding to the order in
which they were introduced. Since both) rewritings are confluent, we may assume that this is the
same order x1;y;xm as above.
Next we expand the B rewriting to

d0 ¼ vj0 )
*

vj1 )
*
?)* vjn ¼ E;

such that 0 ¼ j0pj1p?pjn ¼ m; and for every i ¼ 1;m; ji ¼ ji�1 if mðt0iÞ � mðt0i�1Þ ¼ |; and ji ¼
ji�1 þ 1 if mðt0iÞ � mðt0i�1Þa|: It follows now that nðvjiÞ ¼ mðt0iÞ for every i ¼ 0; n: This gives us the
required alignment.

Finally, we construct wi from t0i and vji as follows. For a T-configuration g ¼ ðp; qT ; %xÞ and a

B-configuration d ¼ ðqB; xÞ; denote ðg; dÞ the A-configuration ðp; ðqT ; qBÞ; %xÞ: Let g1:g2ygp be the
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T-configurations on the leaves of t0i: Let vji be d1:d2ydp (must be the same number p because

mðt0iÞ ¼ nðvjiÞ). Then define wi ¼ ðg1; d1Þyðgp; dpÞ: The proof of the fact that wi�1 ) wi in A is

done by a straightforward case analysis. &

Step 3. Finally, we can show the following result, which is the cornerstone of our approach to
inverse type inference, and technically the most interesting.

Theorem 4.7. k-pebble tree automata accept precisely the regular tree languages.

Proof. Clearly, k-pebble automata can simulate classical non-deterministic top-down tree
automata using a single pebble, so each regular tree language is accepted by some k-pebble
automaton. The converse is considerably harder. To prove it, we show how to construct for each
k-pebble tree automaton A a monadic second-order logic (MSO) formula jA s.t. for every tree t;
A accepts t iff tjA: Since MSO formulas define precisely the regular tree languages [34], the
theorem follows.
The classic result that MSO on trees defines precisely the regular tree languages assumes a

certain representation of trees as first-order structures. A tree t is represented by a structure
ðD; succ1; succ2; ðRaÞaASÞ; where D is the set of nodes, succ1ðx; yÞ and succ2ðx; yÞ denote the fact
that y is the left (right) child of x; and RaðxÞ holds if node x has label a: As a warm-up, consider a
simple example: the descendant relation among nodes of t: This is defined by the MSO formula:

jðx; yÞ ¼ 8S:ðSðxÞ4closedðSÞ ) SðyÞÞ;
where

closedðSÞ ¼ ð8u 8vðSðuÞ4succ1ðu; vÞ ) SðvÞÞÞ
4ð8u 8vðSðuÞ4succ2ðu; vÞ ) SðvÞÞÞ:

Clearly, jðx; yÞ holds iff y is a descendant of x in t: Indeed, x’s descendants can be described as the
smallest set S containing x and closed under succ1 and succ2: Note the universal quantification
of S:
Also by way of warm-up, consider an and/or tree whose internal nodes are labeled 4;3 and

whose leaves are labeled 0; 1: It is easy to see that there is a 1-pebble automaton accepting
precisely those trees that evaluate to 1 when viewed as Boolean circuits. An MSO formula j
defining the same set of trees is obtained by ‘‘traversing’’ the tree bottom-up, from leaves to root,
and defining the set of nodes whose subtrees evaluate to 1 using a unary relation S:

j ¼ 8S:ðð8x:R1ðxÞ ) SðxÞÞ4reverse-closedðSÞÞ ) SðrootÞ;
where

reverse-closedðSÞ ¼ 8x 8y:ðR3ðxÞ4ðsucc1ðx; yÞ3succ2ðx; yÞÞ4SðyÞÞ )
SðxÞ48x8y8z:ðR4ðxÞ4succ1ðx; yÞ4succ2ðx; zÞ4SðyÞ4SðzÞÞ ) SðxÞ:

We reduce the simulation problem of a k-pebble automaton to the Alternating Graph Accessibility

Problem (AGAP) [22]. An alternating graph (or and/or) graph is a graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ whose nodes
V are partitioned into and-nodes and or-nodes: V ¼ V4,V3: The problem consists in deciding
whether a node xAV is accessible, where accessibility is defined as follows: an and-node is
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accessible if all its successors are accessible; an or-node is accessible if at least one of its successors
is accessible. The set of accessible nodes x is defined in MSO by

jðxÞ ¼ 8S:ðreverse-closedðSÞ ) SðxÞÞ; ð6Þ

where reverse-closedðSÞ is

8y:ðD3ðyÞ4(z:ðEðy; zÞ4SðzÞÞ ) SðyÞÞ
48y:ðD4ðyÞ48z:ðEðy; zÞ ) SðzÞÞ ) SðyÞÞ: ð7Þ

Given a k-pebble automaton A and a tree t; construct the following and/or graph GA;t ¼ ðV ;EÞ:
Its or-nodes are all configurations of A on t; V3 ¼ G; its set of and-nodes consists of a unique node

E plus all pairs of configurations ðg1; g2Þ sharing the same %x component: V4 ¼ fEg,fðg1; g2Þ j g1 ¼
ði; q; %xÞ; g2 ¼ ði; q0; %xÞ; i ¼ 1; k; q; q0AQi; %xAðnodesðtÞÞig: The set of edges E contains two kinds of

edges: first all edges of the form ðg; uÞ for which g-u where - is the A-rewriting from G to Gn

(recall that u is either a configuration g0; or a pair of configurations g1g2; or E); second all edges of
the form ððg1; g2Þ; giÞ; for i ¼ 1; 2: It follows directly from the definitions of instðAÞ and of AGAP
that a tree t is in instðAÞ iff the initial configuration g0 is accessible in the graph GA;t:Hence, it only

remains to show that we can express the AGAP problem on GA;t in MSO.

The difficulty lies in the fact that the nodes in GA;t are tuples of nodes from the input structure t

(a configuration g ¼ ði; q; %xÞ is represented by the i-tuple ðx1;y; xiÞ; q does not depend on the tree
t and will be encoded separately; a pair ðg1; g2Þ is also represented by an i-tuple, since g1; g2 have
the same %x). Hence the set S in Eq. (6) is no longer unary. To circumvent that, we rely on a special
property of GA;t: Namely, if two nodes described by an i-tuple ðx1;y; xiÞ and a j-tuple ðy1;y; yjÞ
are connected by an edge, then either i ¼ j; i ¼ j þ 1; or i ¼ j � 1; and the tuples agree on all but
the last position. This follows from the stack discipline on pebbles in A (only the last pebble can be
moved) and allows us to quantify independently, on different portions of the graph. The
construction of the MSO formula below relies on this observation, and we outline this
construction next.
We denote A ¼ ðS;Q; q0;PÞ; Q ¼ Q1,Q2,?,Qk and we enumerate the states in Q such that

Q ¼ fq0; q1;y; qng; and: Q1 ¼ fq0;y; qn1g; Q2 ¼ fqn1þ1;y; qn2g;y;Qk ¼ fqnk�1þ1;y; qnk
g: We

show first the case when k ¼ 1; so A uses a single pebble, to illustrate how one encodes the state in
a configuration and how to encode the transitions. In this case configurations can be assimilated
with pairs ðqj;xÞ; and the MSO formula j defining acceptance by A uses a different unary relation

Sj for each state qjAQ: Namely, jA is

jA ¼ 8S0:8S1y8Sn1ðreverse-closed ) S0ðrootÞÞ; ð8Þ

where reverse-closed is a sentence stating that S0;S1;y;Sn1 are closed under reverse transitions of
A according to the and/or semantics. Thus, jA states that the initial configuration of A (pebble at
the root in state q0) is accessible in the and/or graph GA;t: It follows that jA holds iff A accepts the

tree.
The formula reverse-closed is a direct representation of the transitions in A (and edges in GA;t) in

MSO. For each of A’s transitions reverse-closed includes a corresponding conjunct:
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reverse-closed ¼
^

pAP

cp:

We illustrate cp for some transitions:

* for p ¼ ðða; quÞ-ðqv; stayÞÞ;
cp ¼ 8x:ðRaðxÞ4SvðxÞÞ ) SuðxÞ;

* for p ¼ ðða; quÞ-ðqv; down-leftÞÞ;
cp ¼ 8x:8y:ðRaðxÞ4succ1ðx; yÞ4SvðyÞÞ ) SuðxÞ;

* for p ¼ ðða; quÞ-ðqv; qw; branch2ÞÞ;
cp ¼ 8x:ðRaðxÞ4SvðxÞ4SwðxÞÞ ) SuðxÞ;

* for p ¼ ðða; quÞ-ðbranch0ÞÞ;
cp ¼ 8x:RaðxÞ ) SuðxÞ: ð9Þ

To see that jA holds iff A accepts the tree, it suffices to notice the similarity between Eqs. (6)
and (8). For that, one needs to observe how the formula for reverse-closed in a general graph
(Eq. (7)) becomes the formula above when instantiated to GA;t: For example, notice that each and-

node in GA;t has exactly two successors (hence the universal quantifier in (7) becomes an 4 in

branch2).
We now extend Eq. (8) to the case when k is arbitrary. We will define a predicate

reverse-closedðiÞ; for each i ¼ 1; k; stating that Sni�1þ1;y;Sni
are closed under reverse transitions

of A: Then, the MSO formula equivalent to A will be jA in Eq. (8), with reverse-closed replaced

with reverse-closedð1Þ: The predicate reverse-closedðiÞ assumes that pebbles 1; 2;y; i � 1 are fixed,
and their positions described by the free variables x1;y;xi�1; it also has free variables
S0;S1;y;Sni�1

: The predicate only considers moves affecting pebbles i; i þ 1;y; k: Partition A’s

transitions into P ¼ P1,?,Pk; where Pi is the set of transitions of the form ða; %b; qðiÞÞ-y .
Then,

reversed-closedðiÞ ¼
^

pAPi

cp:

For move transitions p; cp is the same as for reverse-closed above, except that now it also inspect

the presence/absence of the previous i � 1 pebbles. For example, for i ¼ 3 and p ¼
ðða; 01; quÞ-ðqv; stayÞÞ corresponding cp is

cp ¼ 8x:ðRaðxÞ4ðxax14x ¼ x2Þ4SvðxÞÞ ) SuðxÞ:

In general, given bAf0; 1g we write x ¼b y to mean x ¼ y when b ¼ 1 and xay when b ¼ 0;

given %bAf0; 1gi�1; we write pebbles %b ðxÞ for the formula
V

j¼1;i�1 x ¼bj
xj: Then, for
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p ¼ ðða; %b; qðiÞ
u Þ-ðqðiÞ

v ; stayÞÞ;
cp ¼ 8x:ðRaðxÞ4pebbles %bðxÞ4SvðxÞÞ ) SuðxÞ:

The other move and branch transitions are similar.
The new transitions are the pick and place transitions. These determine the following conjuncts

in reverse-closedðiÞ:

* For p ¼ ðða; %b; qðiÞ
u Þ-ðqðiþ1Þ

v ; placeÞÞ;
cp ¼ 8xi:ðRaðxiÞ4pebbles %bðxiÞ4jðiþ1Þ ) SuðxiÞÞ;

where

jðiþ1Þ ¼ 8Sniþ1y8Sniþ1
ðreverse-closedðiþ1Þ ) SvðrootÞÞ:

Note the resemblance of jðiþ1Þ to Eq. (8): here qv acts as an initial state for pebble i þ 1:

* For p ¼ ðða; %b; qðiÞ
u Þ-ðqði�1Þ

v ; pickÞÞ;
cp ¼ 8xi:ðRaðxiÞ4pebbles %bðxiÞ4Svðxi�1Þ ) SuðxiÞÞ:

Note the resemblance to Eq. (9): here qu acts as a terminal state (branch0) for pebble i:

This completes the proof of the translation of A into MSO. The resulting formula jA has size

exponential in k (due to the replication of the jðiÞ subformulas), but the quantifier depth is k (for
first-order variables xi) and jQj (for second order variables Sj). Note that the stack discipline

imposed on the use of pebbles is essential to the construction in the proof. &

The algorithm resulting from our typechecking technique for k-pebble transducers is
hyperexponential in k (so non-elementary). In fact, this is also a lower bound, as stated next.
Note that the lower bound holds even under rather stringent assumptions.

Theorem 4.8 (Schwentick [35]). The typechecking problem for deterministic k-pebble transducers is
non-elementary, even for fixed input and output types.

Proof. We use a reduction of the emptiness problem for star-free generalized regular expressions
(formed using alphabet symbols, union, concatenation, and complement) which is known to be
non-elementary [36]. We use a fixed input type t1 that allows encoding a string wae over S as a
binary tree encðwÞ over S,f�g as follows: encðaÞ ¼ aðÞ; encðavÞ ¼ að�; encðvÞÞ: It is easily seen
that for every star-free generalized regular expression r one can construct in ptime a deterministic
k-pebble automaton Ar without branching accepting fencðwÞ j wAlangðrÞg: Thus, r is empty iff
instðArÞ is empty. Now construct a deterministic k-pebble transducer Tr that given an input tAt1
outputs bðÞ if Ar rejects t and bðcðÞcðÞÞ if Ar accepts t: Consider the fixed output type defining the

singleton fbðÞg: It follows that Tr typechecks iff langðrÞ ¼ |: &

As a useful side-effect of the above proof, we can state:

Corollary 4.9. The emptiness problem for deterministic k-pebble automata without branching is non-
elementary.
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The number of pebbles in the pebble transducer is the main source of complexity in the
typechecking procedure. This is not unexpected. Indeed, as noted by [21] for the case of strings,
automata with k pebbles (more restricted than ours) are extremely concise: their equivalent
automata without pebbles are larger by a tower of exponentials of height k: Automata with
pebbles are convenient and very economical, but the complexity of usual decision problems can be
expected to be harder in proportion to their conciseness.

5. Extensions

The main limitations of our typechecking approach are the high complexity and the lack of data
values. Both can be dealt with in restricted cases: of special interest are transformations expressed
in the usual XML query languages. A full treatment is beyond the scope of this paper; here we
mention some initial results indicating that both limitations can be overcome in significant
practical cases.

Complexity of typechecking. As discussed earlier, typechecking k-pebble transducers is non-
elementary. Thus, typechecking in its full generality appears to be prohibitively expensive.
However, our approach can be used in restricted cases of practical interest for which typechecking
can be reduced to emptiness of automata with very few pebbles. Fortunately, even one or two
pebbles can be quite powerful. For example, typechecking selection XML-QL queries without
joins (i.e. queries that extract the list of bindings of a variable occurring in a tree pattern such as
described in Section 2.2 and Example 3.5) can be reduced to emptiness of a 1-pebble automaton
with exponentially many states (yielding a total complexity of 2-exptime). Another interesting
special case consists of XML-QL queries with tree patterns and constructed answers restricted so
that grouping is done one variable at a time. For such queries, the automaton uses two pebbles
and exponentially many states, if the output type is a DTD. (If grouping is done at most m

variables at a time, the automaton uses 2m pebbles.)
Data values. To model # PCDATA in XML we assume an infinite alphabet D of data values in

addition to S: Trees are now in TSðDÞ; while types are regular tree languages over TSðfdgÞ; i.e.
where all data values are treated as a distinguished leaf symbol d: The k-pebble transducers are
extended with three new kinds of transitions (see also Section 1): a comparison predicate x ¼ y
that takes two data values x; y and enters either some state q1 (when x ¼ y) or q2 (when xay),
unary comparisons on data values, and an output transition which copies a data value from the
input tree to the output tree. All XML-QL queries, including those with selections and joins on
data values, can be expressed with the extended transducers. The last two kinds of transitions do
not affect typechecking. For example, to handle unary predicates we apply the technique in [1]: if
the machine uses m predicates, then replace the infinite set of data values with 2m new constants.
The comparison predicate x ¼ y however renders typechecking undecidable in general, because of
a reduction from the finite satisfiability problem for first-order logic: the equality predicate allows
to evaluate any first-order formula on standard encodings of first-order structures as labeled trees
with data values.
However, the typechecking techniques in this paper can be extended to an important class of

queries with data value joins. Intuitively, these are queries where all equality tests performed are
independent of each other. Consequently, all truth assignments to the equality tests are consistent.
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As far as typechecking is concerned, the actual equality tests can therefore be replaced by non-
deterministic guesses of their truth value, without the risk of inconsistent guesses. In practice,
some queries expressed in languages such as XML-QL can be implemented in this manner. To
illustrate, assume a relational schema consisting of three relations Person(pid, name),
Worksin(pid, did), Dept(did, name), with pid, did keys in Person, Dept, respectively, and
consider a three-way join Q ¼ Persont Worksin t Dept. Such joins are typical in XML-QL
queries exporting a relational database to an XML view [19]. The following extended k-pebble
transducer T implements Q and performs only independent comparisons. In an outermost loop T

iterates w over Worksin. At each step, it iterates p over Person checking w:pid ¼ p:pid: T stops
the inner loop when an equality is found. Next, it iterates over Dept and stops when an equality is
found. Each comparison done by T is independent on all previous comparisons, i.e. both
outcomes x ¼ y or xay are consistent with all previous comparisons. Notice that other
implementations of the three way join may not have the independence property. Thus, T can be
simulated by a non-deterministic transducer T 0 with inputs in TSðfdgÞ by replacing every
predicate x ¼ y with output states q1; q2 with a non-deterministic choice between q1 and q2: Every
non-deterministic choice of T 0 corresponds to a possible run of T (on certain data values) and we
can apply the typechecking techniques from this paper to T 0:

6. Conclusions

We have developed a general, robust framework for typechecking XML transformers. The k-
pebble transducer provides an abstraction that can express existing XML transformation
languages such as XML-QL and a subset of XSLT. The regular tree languages capture current
DTDs and several proposed extensions. Thus, our framework for typechecking is likely to remain
relevant as the XML standards evolve.
Future work has to address the complexity of typechecking, and the treatment of data values, in

the context of restricted classes of XML transformations. Restrictions are often acceptable in
practice, and may lead to efficient typechecking algorithms. We believe that k-pebble transducers
provide a good framework for such a study, as suggested by our preliminary results in this
direction.
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